Abstract. 2014 We analyse a model of random walk on a two-dimensional lattice and on a strip where the probabilities of hopping from a site to one of its nearest neighbours are randomly given. In the case of a non-symmetric probability distribution, when the walk has a preferred direction, we find that the drift velocity may vanish only for very particular probability distributions, contrary to the one-dimensional case. 
Introduction.
The problem of the random walk on disordered lattices has been widely studied in one dimension both in the symmetric case [1, 2] and in the non-symmetric case [3] , by analytical and numerical methods. Nevertheless, in two-dimensions only the symmetric case has so far been considered [4] .
A random chain is defined by the probability distribution p( pi) to hop right pi and to hop left qi = 1 -Pi from the i site of the chain.
A remarkable result was obtained by Sinai [2] who showed that the averaged displacement z R 2(t) ~ 1 ~2 ~ In 2 tfor distributions P(Pi) satisfying the condition ln(/~) ~ = 0. In the following we indicate the average on the distribution p by . &#x3E; and the time average on a single realization by : ; here t is the time or the number of steps in a discrete version of the model. On the other hand Derrida and Pomeau [3] studied the non-symmetric cases p &#x3E; &#x3E; q &#x3E;
and they found a drift on the right only when the stronger condition « 1 I p » - In practice the motion of a particle in such a random lattice is described by a « nearly deterministic » walk hindered by the barriers and the traps. Now, in a « nearly deterministic » walk the « naive » velocity would be while the displacement in the x-direction after t steps will be, considering both traps and barriers :
where Po is the probability to have neither barriers nor traps, while P(y) is the probability to have a given configuration of barriers and traps and L P(y) = 1 -Po ; ~ is the sum over _ {y} {y} all possible configurations and t(y) is the slowing down time due to a given configuration y averaged over a single realization. We rewrite (3) as :
To estimate the sum over configuration in (4) we shall divide it into a sum on the barriers L (1)
and a sum on the traps ~ ~2~, so that Y-1 L + ~~2~.
(y)
{y) {y}
Let us consider the barrier case. We shall compute the sum on the configuration { y } by a sum on the length of the barriers I y I. In fact, it is easy to see :
where nl(I y I) is the average number of barriers of length I y I met in a path of t steps and tl(I y I) is the slowing down time due to one barrier of length I y I. As PB is the probability that a « wall » site occurs, it follows that the probability of one I y ~-barrier is Pl (I y I) ~ where and
Then we obtain by inserting (7) and (6) in (5) Here PB 1 and a &#x3E; 1 from ( 1 The last step in (9) follows from the obvious consideration that P~ is the leading power in the sum, see figure 1 .
Therefore the displacement in the x-direction will be : figure 1 , which are very small. As 1/~ ) ~ PB P -a, condition ( 11 ) holds when :
where the right hand side of the inequality is really small for a &#x3E; 1/6.
Even if the class of the distribution p(7r) giving our simple model may seem not too general, nevertheless we think that all the distributions reduce themselves to a « barriers-and-traps » p(n) by coarse graining procedures (i.e. by considering larger lattices) and centre limit theorem arguments. However it seems to us that such a model, among all possible models of random walks, describes the easiest situation in which the drift velocity may vanish in spite of constraint (1) .
We would also like to remark that the generalization to higher dimensions d is straightforward :
condition (11) is replaced by p:d -2 P -1 1 which becomes weaker and weaker when increasing d. In d = 1 one has to require PBP"~~(1/~)1 and our estimate is in good agreement with the exact result of reference [3] 1 /p ~ 2.
3. Finite size effects.
We shall consider now a strip of infinite length in the x-direction and of width L in the y-direction.
We may repeat our analysis to arrive at a similar conclusion as in (9), but we have to change the estimate (7) of ïi (I y ~). In fact it is not possible to turn around a barrier which cuts the strip in two parts. Then L-447 TWO-DIMENSIONAL RANDOM-RANDOM WALK And we obtain in the same manner the drift velocity This estimate follows from the obvious consideration that the effective barriers (cutting the strip) have probability PB and the slowing down time will be of order (P -1 PB ) t.
Finally we have to repeat that the 0(P -1 P;) term in (10), due to the traps, certainly gives a too high estimate of the correction to the « naive » velocity, while the 0(P -1 PB ) term, due to the barriers which cut the strip, is rather accurate and can dominate for L which are small but however larger than 6.
4. An example.
We choose a particular distribution p to emphasize our results :
where d is the dimension; P = 9 2, a & # x 3 E ; 2 0 1 3 and the corrections to the « naive » velocity will be :
They are always negligible as pvP --+ 1 while PB --+ 0 when PB, P -~ 0. Now, we shall have for the distribution (15) the averages :
and therefore :
It follows from the Derrida and Pomeau result [3] 
